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Poll Results - Methodology

• 4,190 Voters – Nationwide

• Interviewing conducted August 10-17, 2023 
online using social media recruitment and text 
messaging

• The final results are weighted to reflect the 
distribution of voters based on gender, age, 
ethnicity, education level, Census region, 
county population density, and 2020 vote 
preference 



Overall Demographics
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Key Findings

• President Zelenskyy is the most popular international figure in 
the U.S. Putin is largely despised across the board. 

• NATO is viewed positively by a majority of voters. 



Opinion of World Leaders

% Favorable - % Unfavorable



Opinion of International Nonprofits and Institutions
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Key Findings
• Voters believe America should engage and provide global leadership with Democrats supporting 

engagement more than Republicans, and older voters prioritizing it more than younger ones.

• A majority believe America should play a shared leadership role in the world and be an equal 
voice. Minorities think we should play either a central leadership role or no role at all. At the same 
time, a substantial majority say it’s important for the United States to be seen as the most 
powerful country in the world.

• Standing up to bullies and vulnerable people and defending freedom garner the strongest level 
of agreement across all groups of voters.

• A majority believe America should come to the aid of our allies when they need us, but 
policymakers need to make America’s interest/benefit in doing so crystal clear as 46% of voters 
believe we should stay out of a situation unless our direct interests are at stake.

• Democrats have a more cohesive view of America’s role in the world. They believe in 
engagement and shared leadership. Republicans are more split with groups of voters preferring 
isolationism and others supporting America’s global leadership.



How America Should Engage with the World



How Important Should America Be Viewed as the Most 
Powerful Country in the World



America’s Obligations to Allies

America should help our allied countries deal 
with their problems when they need us

America should deal with its own 
problems and let other countries deal with 

their own problems as best they can



How America Should React to an Ally Being Invaded

Help the country being invaded 
if they ask for America to help

Stay out of it unless American 
interests are directly at stake



To what extent do you think America should provide 
international leadership and engage with the world's issues?



Agreement with Statements about America’s Role in the 
World

% Agree



% Agree

Agreement with Statements about America’s Role in the 
World
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Key Findings
• Majorities of voters largely support the American aid to Ukraine so far, want it 

included in next year’s federal budget, and are more likely to vote for a candidate 
who articulates this vision over someone opposed to American aid. 

• Voters are more concerned with America not going far enough to defend Ukraine 
or be forced to send troops than they are that Russia will use nuclear weapons.

• A majority of voters believe US sanctions on countries can be effective. Fewer 
believe the sanctions on Russia have been effective so far, but 80% support 
continuing them.

• Solid majorities support keeping US troops in NATO countries, admitting Ukrainian 
refugees, and defining success as ending military aid when Russia leaves Ukraine 
entirely and the region becomes stable.

• Voters oppose setting arbitrary dates for withdrawal. The messaging from the 
Iraq/Afghanistan wars used in the 2000s against setting “date certains” continue to 
hold.

• Stability of the region and defeating Putin and Russia are seen as the key benefit 
to America. Voters desire victory for Ukraine, the end of hostilities, and Russian 
withdrawal.



Do you support or oppose America continuing military support 
for Ukraine in next year's federal budget?



Has the Aid to Ukraine Been Worth It?

America has spent roughly $24 billion on 
military aid to Ukraine, which is roughly 3% 
of the American military's own budget. 
Ukraine remains in control of roughly 83% of 
its territory and American intelligence 
believes the war has severely degraded 
Russia's military power and its ability to 
threaten NATO allies. Knowing this, do you 
think American aid to Ukraine has been 
worth the cost, or not?

So far, do you think American aid to 
Ukraine has been worth the cost, or not?

So far, do you think American military aid to 
Ukraine has been worth the cost, or not?



% Agree

Agreement with Statements about the Russia’s War in Ukraine



Agreement with Statements about the Russia’s War in Ukraine

% Agree



Support for Actions Taken in Ukraine

% Support



Support for Policies

% Support



Belief in Effectiveness of Sanctions



Support for Military Aid with Corruption Controls



Change in Candidate Support

“The United States 
needs to do whatever 
we can to help Ukraine 
win the war against 
Russia and drive the 
Russian army out of 
their country without 
sending in American 
troops.”

“The United States 
needs to end its 
support for Ukraine 
now and work to get 
Russia and Ukraine to 
the table to negotiate 
to end the war, even if 
that means Ukraine is 
forced to surrender 
territory to Russia.”

Which candidate 
would you be more 
likely to support:


